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Copyright information and Resale guidelines
This manual is copyrighted by Fabio Dell’Aria. No text or portion of this manual may be
copied, used or plagiarised unless briefly quoted in no more than 50 words and with full
credits to Fabio Dell’Aria. Other than the above exceptions no part of this manual may be
quoted, photocopied, duplicated or linked/posted on any website.
It is the tradition with distant teaching that this manual and attunement can be passed onto
your own students and clients. It is unfortunate but a lot of new attunements are being abused
and passed without acknowledging the founder’s guidelines which have been set. Due to this I
have been guided to place a couple of guidelines onto the new attunements with the hope that
these new guidelines are respected and honoured:
1. This is a FULL FREE attunement and have to be passed always absolutely for FREE.

Disclaimer
As with all complementary and alternative therapies, none of the treatments or
attunements listed on my websites or in the manuals and item descriptions are meant to be a
substitute for proper medical diagnosis, treatment or care from your GP/Medical Practitioner.
I do not diagnose conditions, prescribe medication or interfere with a GP's treatment. If you
are currently taking medication prescribed by your GP/Medical Practitioner, do not stop
taking these without his/her's advice. If you have any concerns regarding your medical
condition please speak with your GP/Medical Practitioner first. I do not accept responsibility
if you choose to treat yourself using any information from my website or training manuals. I
accept no responsibility for any loss or damages caused as a direct or indirect result of the use
or misuse of any information contained on this website or through attunements.
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A System Overview
This Energetic System is a great, great gift send to us directly from the Spirit. The main
focus of this system it’s promote a full repair of all injuries and damages caused from a
nuclear-radiation contamination to the human body, animals or plants.
It’s a really simple to use yet powerful and effective system. Don’t require any symbol,
visualization or specify ability, is enough the simple intent to send many hours of energies in
less that one minute (60 seconds) and can be easily used to heal remotely.
It’s also possible charging the water to pass its energies in a different way.
You can start to use this great energies immediately after finished your activation process.

World-Wide coordination group.
I have created an on-line group where all the persons that are interested to merge all
together to help the world to heal from any nuclear-radiations leak (using this great free
system), can communicate and coordinate these intents and healing energies.
The group main web site is:
http://groups.google.com/group/anti-radiation-reiki
It’s possible subscribe to it here:
http://groups.google.com/group/anti-radiation-reiki/subscribe

How to use this system.
To use this system is required a simple prayer to your Divine-Self.
Simple ask to Him to send these energies to a specific receiver, specifying the start time and
the duration of the healing session.
Example: “My dearest Divine-Self, I prayer you to send a “Radiation-Repair Reiki Healing
Session” to <receiver> starting at <starting date&time> for <duration>, thank you!”
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Your Divine-Self will take an energetic feed from you and from it will create the requested
healing session, sending it at the specific time and for the specific duration.
The sending power will be automatically sets to be the better for a good security of both the
sender and the receiver and at the same time the quickest healing. If the receiver would be
ables to receive more energy of the sender energetic capacity, then a special Divine-Grace will
automatically improve as much as possible - always in accords with the Divine Universal Laws
- the power of the sent energies.
All the sent energies will be automatically focused where the receiver more need them so to
improve, as much as possible, the effectively and the healing speed.
It’s, of course, also possible to use this energies in the classic matter, simply calling them in a
meditation status and letting them flow in your body!

How to energize the water.
Energizing the water will create a water able to pass the healing energies in the body of the
person (or animal or plant) that will drink it.
More time the water was charged, more healing energies will be passed to the person that
will drink it.

How to receive the attunement.
Sit in a meditation status, back straight, close your eyes, do some deeps and expanded
breaths, and tell or think...
SELF-ATTUNEMENT (direct from the founder energies):
“I activate the ‘Radiation-Repair Reiki’ attunement sent from the founder Fabio Dell’Aria
NOW! Thank you!”
Attunement from your Teacher:
“I activate the ‘Radiation-Repair Reiki’ attunement sent to me from <your Teacher full
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name> NOW! Thank you!”.

How to attune others.
This is a Master system so every person just attuned to it (and with the Reiki Master level), is
also able to attune others.
A simple method to attune others is to directly ask your Higher-Self to simply send the
activation of this system to the person in a specific time.

Prerequisites.
The unique required prerequisite it’s to be a Reiki Master.
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